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Abstract

Complex-valued vector time series occur in diverse fields such as oceanography and meteorology, and

scientifically interpretable parameters may be estimated from them. We show that it is possible to make

inference such as confidence intervals on these parameters using a vector-valued circulant embedding

simulation method, combined with bootstrapping. We apply the methodology to three parameters of

interest in oceanography, and compare the resulting simulated confidence intervals with those computed

using analytic results. We conclude that the simulation scheme o↵ers an inference approach either in the

absence of theoretical distributional results, or to check the e↵ect of nuisance parameters where theoretical

results are available.

Keywords

Bootstrapping vector-valued time series; circulant embedding; coherence; complex-valued signals; el-

lipse orientation; rotary coe�cient

I. Introduction

Vector time series such as current and wind are typically resolved into orthogonal components

which may be represented as the real and imaginary parts of a complex-valued time series. For

motion taking place in a plane, geometrical information is encoded in these structures; this

is quite di↵erent from taking two arbitrary real-valued series and combining them to form a

complex-valued series when there is no reason to consider the data to be generated by motion in

the complex plane.

In this paper we develop simulation methodology which enables inference to be drawn on

parameters derived from such complex-valued vector time series. (The methodology can also

be used for real-valued vector time series.) By choosing some parameters for which theoretical

inferential results are known, we are able to validate our simulation methodology.

The parameters we have chosen arise in the rotary analysis method [10], [11], [13], [19] which

decomposes motions on the complex plane into counter-rotating components which have proved

particulary useful in the study of geophysical flows influenced by the rotation of the Earth.

For example, inertial waves in oceanography have clockwise/counterclockwise polarization in

the northern/southern hemisphere, and since the spectrum of the complex-valued time series

is asymmetric about zero frequency it is possible to readily distinguish between clockwise and

counterclockwise e↵ects — e.g. see [27].
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For the simulation, computationally e�cient multivariate circulant embedding is used to gen-

erate portions of realizations whose spectral density function (SDF) matrix is given by the es-

timated SDF matrix derived from the observed series. Percival and Constantine [20] showed

that it is always possible to use exact circulant embedding for simulating a real-valued scalar

time series from a Gaussian stationary process given an SDF estimate produced by a suitable

non-negative nonparametric estimator. The resulting simulated time series will have statistical

properties closely resembling those of the process under study. For vector-valued processes we

show, using cross-spectrum estimators of bilinear form, how a multivariate circulant embedding

approach can likewise be developed. Our circulant embedding approach correctly treats the

covariance structure for the practical situation of finite samples. Combined with parametric

bootstrapping, estimated confidence intervals for the parameters are forthcoming, and may be

compared to those derived theoretically.

The main use of the simulation methodology would be expected to be for parameters for

which theoretical results are unavailable; however it is also useful to test the theoretical results

when plug-in estimates of nuisance parameters are needed, as is the case for the first and third

parameters examined here.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II covers basic structures and notation for complex-

valued p-vector-valued time series. Then we discuss ocean current data, the parameters of in-

terest, their estimation, theoretical confidence intervals, and an analysis of the assumption of

Gaussianity in Section III. In Section IV we briefly review circulant matrices, leading to a

description of the circulant embedding algorithm for vector-valued circulant embedding based

on [5]. In Section V we formulate our method for exact multivariate circulant embedding for

simulating a time series given a suitable SDF estimate. Section VI looks at bootstrap confi-

dence intervals for parameters. Results are presented in Section VII, and concluding remarks are

provided in Section VIII.

II. Structures and Notation

We consider a p-vector-valued discrete time stochastic process {Zt} whose tth element, t 2

Z, is the column vector Zt = [Z1,t, . . . , Zp,t]T 2 Cp, and without loss of generality assume

each component process has zero mean. We assume the p processes are jointly second-order

stationary (SOS): with ⇤ denoting complex-conjugation, the cross-covariance sequence and cross-

relation sequence are respectively, cov{Zl,t+⌧ , Zm,t} ⌘ E{Zl,t+⌧Z⇤
m,t} and rel{Zl,t+⌧ , Zm,t} ⌘
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E{Zl,t+⌧Zm,t}, 1  l,m  p, ⌧ 2 Z, and are functions of ⌧ only [22]. With T and H denoting

transpose and conjugate-transpose, the matrix-valued autocovariance sequence (ACVS) is then

sZ,⌧ = cov{Zt+⌧ ,Zt} = E{Zt+⌧ZH
t }, where we define sZ,lm,⌧ ⌘ (sZ,⌧ )lm, and the matrix-valued

relation sequence is then rZ,⌧ = rel{Zt+⌧ ,ZT
t } = E{Zt+⌧ZT

t }, with rZ,lm,⌧ ⌘ (rZ,⌧ )lm. From

their definitions we see that sZ,lm,⌧ = s⇤
Z,ml,�⌧ and rZ,lm,⌧ = rZ,ml,�⌧ , 1  l,m  p. We assume

that,
P1

⌧=�1 |sZ,lm,⌧ | < 1 and
P1

⌧=�1 |rZ,lm,⌧ | < 1, for 1  l  m  p, which means that

the corresponding Fourier transforms, SZ,lm(f) and RZ,lm(f), for 1  l,m  p, exist and are

bounded and continuous. We now append the conjugate vector-valued process to obtain [7], [22],

[24]

Ut = [Z1,t, . . . , Zp,t, Z
⇤
1,t, . . . , Z

⇤
p,t]

T = [ZT
t ,ZH

t ]T , (1)

with Ut 2 C2p, for which

sU,⌧ ⌘ E{Ut+⌧U
H
t } =

2
4sZ,⌧ rZ,⌧

r⇤Z,⌧ s⇤Z,⌧

3
5 .

The corresponding spectral matrix is given by

SU(f) = �t

1X
⌧=�1

sU,⌧e�i2⇡f⌧�t =

2
4 SZ(f) RZ(f)

R⇤
Z(�f) S⇤

Z(�f)

3
5 ,

where SZ,lm(f) = [SZ(f)]lm, RZ,lm(f) = [RZ(f)]lm and �t is the sample interval.

Now write Zl,t = Xl,t +iYl,t, with Xl,t = Re{Zl,t} and Yl,t = Im{Zl,t}, (where Re{·} and Im{·}

refer to real and imaginary parts), for l = 1, . . . , p, and define the real-valued vector-valued

process Vt 2 R2p, as

Vt = [X1,t, . . . ,Xp,t, Y1,t, . . . , Yp,t]T = [XT
t ,Y T

t ]T . (2)

Denoting the p⇥ p identity matrix by Ip we have

Ut = TpVt, (3)

with

Tp =

2
4Ip iIp

Ip �iIp

3
5 , (4)

and sU,⌧ = TpsV ,⌧T H
p ) SU(f) = TpSV (f)T H

p , where

sV ,⌧ ⌘ E{Vt+⌧V
T

t } =

2
4sXX,⌧ sXY ,⌧

sY X,⌧ sY Y ,⌧

3
5 . (5)
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The corresponding spectral matrix is given by

SV (f) = �t

1X
⌧=�1

sV ,⌧e�i2⇡f⌧�t =

2
4SXX(f) SXY (f)

SY X(f) SY Y (f)

3
5 .

Likewise, Vt = ApUt, with

Ap = 1
2

2
4 Ip Ip

�iIp iIp

3
5 , (6)

and sV ,⌧ = ApsU,⌧AH
p ) SV (f) = ApSU(f)AH

p . Thus the problem of e�ciently simulating

from a p-variate complex-valued process {Zt} is reduced to the problem of e�ciently simulating

from the corresponding 2p-variate real-valued process {Vt} with known second-order statistics,

followed by the transformation to {Ut} via (3), and the extraction of {Zt} from {Ut}.

We note that

SZ(±f) = SXX(f) + SY Y (f)± 2Im{SXY (f)} (7)

RZ(f) = SXX(f)� SY Y (f) + i2Re{SXY (f)}, (8)

III. Ocean Current Parameters and Estimators

A. The Data

The data we consider consists of ocean current time series at six depths (110, 760, 1260, 1760,

2510, and 3476 m) in the Labrador Sea [16], [17]. The measurement of current speed in the

eastward and northward direction at any of these depths are associated with, respectively, the

real component {Xt}, and the imaginary component {Yt}, of {Zt}. Interest is concentrated in

low frequencies around the inertial frequency of about 0.07 cycles per hour (c/h). Since we have

6 scalar complex-valued time series we identify them as {Z1.t}, . . . , {Z6,t} if necessary; if one of

these is understood we just use {Zt}.

B. The Parameters

The first parameter is derived for single complex-valued time series, the second for pairs of

time series, and the third for single time series but with the complication that the quantity is

angular.

Since {Zt} is SOS with zero mean it has the spectral representation given by Zt =
R fN
�fN

ei2⇡ft �t dZ(f), t 2
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Z, where Z(f) is an orthogonal process. At frequency magnitude |f | the contribution to {Zt} is

Zt(f) = |dZ(f)|ei arg{dZ(f)}ei2⇡ft�t

+ |dZ(�f)|ei arg{dZ(�f)}e�i2⇡ft�t , (9)

the parametric equation of a random ellipse, comprising the addition of two oppositely rotating

motions (rotary components) with random amplitudes and phases.

The first parameter we consider is the rotary coe�cient [11] for any one of the single complex-

valued processes, so p = 1. This coe�cient satisfies �1  ⇢(f)  1 and measures the tendency

of a complex-valued process to rotate in a counterclockwise or clockwise manner at frequency f ;

it provides an objective means of quantifying the rotation associated with the asymmetry of the

spectrum of the complex-valued process {Zt} [24, p. 210]. Let f > 0. It is defined as

⇢(f) = [SZ(f)� SZ(�f)]/[SZ(f) + SZ(�f)], (10)

where SZ(f)df = E{|dZ(f)|2} and SZ(�f)df = E{|dZ(�f)|2}. It has been extensively applied

— see [6] for details. Then if ⇢(f) = +1, (i.e., SZ(�f) = 0), then motion is all counterclockwise

circular at that frequency, whereas if ⇢(f) = �1, (i.e., SZ(f) = 0), then motion is all clockwise

circular at that frequency, and if ⇢(f) = 0, then there is rectilinear motion (unidirectional flow).

Using (7) we see that ⇢(f) can also be written as ⇢(f) = [2Im{SXY (f)}]/[SXX(f) + SY Y (f)], but

this is not so easily interpretable as (10).

The second parameter we shall consider is called the outer coherence for any two of the complex-

valued processes, {Zl,t} and {Zm,t} say, measured simultaneously at two di↵erent spatial locations

[11, p. 496], [19]. So here p = 2. It is defined as

�2
lm⇤(f) = [|RZ,lm(f)|2]/[SZ,ll(f)SZ,mm(�f)], (11)

and is the magnitude-squared coherence between {Zl,t} and the complex-conjugate of {Zm,t}.

It is interpreted in [11], [19] as measuring the coherence between counter-rotating components.

Using (7) and (8) this can be rewritten in terms of the real processes by noting that

|RZ,lm(f)|2=[SXX,lm(f)�SY Y ,lm(f)]2+ 4Re2{SXY ,lm(f)}

SZ,ll(±f) = SXX,ll(f)�SY Y ,ll(f)± 2Im{SXY ,ll(f)}.

The final parameter is the mean orientation of the elliptical motion of any of the single complex-

valued processes. The orientation or azimuth is the angle which the major axis of the ellipse
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(9) makes with the horizontal (x-direction). Since the ellipses are random, there will be a mean

orientation, long of interest to oceanographers [11],[13] and this is given by [23]

✓(f) = 1
2 arg{RZ(f)}. (12)

This can be rewritten in terms of the spectra of the real processes in the form

✓(f) = 1
2arctan {[2Im{SXY (f)}]/[SXX(f)� SY Y (f)]}

where arctan{·} is the “four quadrant inverse tangent” and �⇡/2  ✓ < ⇡/2.

We now turn our attention to estimating these parameters which requires spectral matrix

estimation.

C. Spectral Matrix Estimation via Multitapering

The spectral matrix estimation method used here is as follows. We start with a set of K

real-valued orthonormal tapers {hk,t, t = 0, . . . , N � 1}, for k = 0, . . . ,K � 1. Form the product

{hk,tUt, } of the kth taper with {Ut, t = 0, . . . , N � 1}, and then compute its Fourier transform

JU,k(f) = �1/2
t

N�1X
t=0

hk,t

2
4Zt

Z⇤
t

3
5 e�i2⇡ft �t =

2
4 JZ,k(f)

J⇤
Z,k(�f)

3
5 ,

where JZ,k(f) ⌘ �1/2
t

PN�1
t=0 hk,tZte�i2⇡ft�t . To estimate SU(f) we average over the spectral

estimates formed from the di↵erent taperings:

ŜU(f) =
1
K

K�1X
k=0

JU,k(f)JH
U,k(f) =

2
4 ŜZ(f) R̂Z(f)

R̂⇤
Z(�f) Ŝ⇤

Z(�f)

3
5 . (13)

(Many details on multitapering in the scalar case are given in [21]). Now Ut = TpVt, so we can

also write

JU,k(f) = Tp�
1/2
t

N�1X
t=0

hk,t

2
4Xt

Yt

3
5 e�i2⇡ft �t

⌘ Tp

2
4JX,k(f)

JY ,k(f)

3
5 ⌘ TpJV ,k(f),

so that an alternative form for the spectral matrix estimator is

ŜU(f) =
1
K

K�1X
k=0

TpJV ,k(f)JH
V ,k(f)T H

p = TpŜV (f)T H
p ,

August 16, 2013 DRAFT
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where

ŜV (f) =

2
4ŜXX(f) ŜXY (f)

ŜY X(f) ŜY Y (f)

3
5 .

Under Gaussianity, {JV ,k(f), k = 0, . . . ,K � 1} are distributed independently and identically

with a complex Gaussian distribution with mean 0 and covariance matrix SV (f), (e.g., [6])

written as

JV ,k(f) ⇠ NC
2 (0,SV (f)), WN  |f |  fN �WN . (14)

Here 2WN is the width of the spectral window induced by tapering. For sine tapers WN =

(K + 1)/[2(N + 1)�t], (e.g., [28]), which decreases to zero as N ! 1 for a fixed K. Also, the

frequency band within which the overall spectral window due to tapering [28] is concentrated,

must be narrow enough that the components of SV (f) are essentially constant across it. Likewise,

since JU,k(f) = TJV ,k(f), and SU(f) = TSV ,k(f)T H ,

JU,k(f) ⇠ NC
2 (0,SU(f)), WN  |f |  fN �WN . (15)

Finally, KŜV (f) =
PK�1

k=0 JV ,k(f)JH
V ,k(f) and KŜU(f) =

PK�1
k=0 JU,k(f)JH

U,k(f), and so pro-

vided K � 2, (to avoid matrix singularity), under Gaussianity the distribution of KŜV (f) is 2-D

complex Wishart with K complex degrees of freedom and mean KSV (f), [14] which we denote

by

KŜV (f) ⇠WC
2 {K,SV (f)}, WN  |f |  fN �WN . (16)

Similarly,

KŜU(f) ⇠WC
2 {K,SU(f)}, WN  |f |  fN �WN . (17)

D. Theoretical Confidence Intervals for Parameters

The first parameter ⇢(f) involves any single series, {Zt} say. With Ut = [Zt, Z⇤
t ]T the estimator

⇢̂(f) follows by replacing SZ(±f) in (10) by the diagonal entries of the 2 ⇥ 2 matrix ŜU(f) as

given in (13). Under the assumption that the process {Vt} is a stationary Gaussian process,

the theoretical distribution of the estimator follows from (15) or (17); see [6] for details on the

derivation of the theoretical confidence interval for ⇢(f). The distribution of ⇢̂(f) and a confidence

interval for ⇢(f) both depend on

�2
⇤(f) = |RZ(f)|2/[SZ(f)SZ(�f)], (18)

August 16, 2013 DRAFT
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the (magnitude-squared) coherence between {Zt} and its complex-conjugate {Z⇤
t }. In practice

this coherence can be estimated and debiased to give �̄2
⇤(f), and plugged into the formula for

the confidence interval. The resulting confidence interval can then be compared to that derived

later from the simulation scheme to verify the e�cacy of the plug-in estimate �̄2
⇤(f).

Now consider the second parameter �2
lm⇤(f) which involves series l and m. Take Ut = [Zl,t, Zm,t, Z⇤

l,t, Z
⇤
m,t]T .

The estimator �̂2
lm⇤(f) follows by use of the appropriate entries of the 4 ⇥ 4 matrix ŜU(f) as

given in (13). Under the assumption that the process {Vt} is a stationary Gaussian process,

the theoretical distribution of the estimator follows from (15) or (17) and theoretical confidence

intervals for the outer coherence (11) can be found using [29]. Unlike for the rotary coe�cient,

in this case there is no nuisance parameter. Note that for the lth series, �⇤(f) ⌘ �ll⇤(f).

For the mean orientation estimator ✓̂(f) = 1
2 arg{R̂Z(f)}, the derivation of confidence intervals

uses circular distributions and is given in Appendix-A and involves the replacement of a median

by a mean and use of the plug-in estimate �̄2
⇤(f). A comparison of such a confidence interval

with the simulated one can be used to discern any e↵ect of the median/mean replacement and

the use of the plug-in estimate.

E. Gaussianity

Later we will compare the just-formulated theoretical confidence intervals to those simulated

using the circulant embedding/resampling methodology soon to be discussed. The theoretical

confidence intervals assume that the process {Vt} is a Gaussian process, i.e., all of its finite

dimensional distributions are multivariate Gaussian [2, p. 36]. As we will see, the simulation also

produces vector-valued time series realizations with elements which are multivariate Gaussian.

It is critical therefore that such an assumption is not obviously contradicted by the data.

Consider the ocean current data at each depth. Rather than just examine the marginal dis-

tributions of the Xt and Yt components for Gaussianity, we look instead at the vector [Xt, Yt]T ;

Gaussianity of this bivariate quantity is a necessary, but not su�cient condition for Gaussianity

of {Vt}, but of course in reality we cannot examine all finite dimensional distributions. This

at least could provide some supporting evidence that the assumption of being a sample from a

Gaussian process is reasonable, and therefore that the proposed comparison of the confidence

intervals makes sense.

We use the idea of bivariate Q-Q (quantile-quantile) plots and implement some of the ideas

discussed in [18]. Some details of the construction of the plots is given in Appendix-B. Using
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Fig. 1. Q-Q plots for standardized eastward ocean current speeds, {V̌i1}, the empirical quantiles, against

theoretical spherical Gaussian quantiles at depths (m): (a) 110, (b) 760, (c) 1260, (d) 1760, (e) 2510, and

(f) 3476. The dashed diagonal line is the ideal 45o line.

{Vi = [Xi, Yi]T , i = 1, . . . , 1600}, for each of the recording depths, six pairs of such Q-Q plots were

calculated. Denoting the normalized vector by V̌i = [V̌i1, V̌i2]T , (see Appendix-B), Fig. 1 shows

the bivariate Q-Q plots for eastward measurements. (Results for northward measurements were

very similar and are not shown.) The linearity of these Q-Q plots implies behaviour consistent

with what would be expected from a Gaussian process, and do not contradict our Gaussianity

assumption.

IV. Vector-Valued Circulant Embedding

We now consider the use of the circulant embedding technique to simulate realizations from

{Vt} as this method is exact and computationally fast.

A. Circulant Matrices

The m⇥m circulant matrix for the sequence c = {c0, . . . , cm�1} is

Cm = circ{c} =

2
6666664

c0 c1 c2 . . . cm�1

cm�1 c0 c1 . . . cm�2

...
...

... . . .
...

c1 c2 c3 . . . c0

3
7777775

.

Then Cm = Fm⇤mF H
m , where ⇤m = diag{�0, . . . ,�m�1} is a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues

of Cm and each eigenvalue �k of Cm is given by the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the
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elements of c, i.e., �k =
Pm�1

j=0 cje�i2⇡jk/m for k = 0, . . . ,m� 1. Fm is an m⇥m unitary matrix

with (j, k)th element given by (Fm)jk = m�1/2e�i2⇡jk/m for 0  j, k  m � 1. A proof for this

result is given in [3, p.134].

B. Key Ideas

We wish to generate at least one length-N realization V = [V T
0 , . . . ,V T

N�1]
T with Vt defined

by (2) with a priori specified ACVS, {sV ,⌧}, (a sequence of 2p ⇥ 2p matrices). For example, if

p = 1 then V = [[X1,0, Y1,0], . . . , [X1,N�1, Y1,N�1]]T . Once the V0, . . . ,VN�1, are known, (3) can

be used to produce the U0, . . . ,UN�1, with Ut containing the required Z1,t, . . . , Zp,t.

Our approach is based on [5]. Let ⌃V ⌘ E{VVT }. The matrix autocovariance sequence for

{Vt} is defined as sV ,⌧ = E{Vt+⌧V T
t }, so that, for example, sV ,⌧ = sT

V ,�⌧ . It then follows that

⌃V is a block Toeplitz matrix (2pN ⇥ 2pN) given by

⌃V =

2
6666664

sV ,0 sT
V ,1 sT

V ,2 . . . sT
V ,N�1

sV ,1 sV ,0 sT
V ,1 . . . sT

V ,N�2
...

...
... . . . ...

sV ,N�1 sV ,N�2 sV ,N�3 . . . sV ,0

3
7777775

The strategy is to embed the block Toeplitz matrix, ⌃V, in a larger block circulant matrix, say

⌃Ṽ, and then simulate a vector, say Ṽ, having this covariance matrix. Define the block circulant

matrix ⌃Ṽ = circ{c}, c = {c0, . . . , cm1�1}, with

cj =

8><
>:

sT
V ,j 0  j  bm1/2c;

sV ,m1�j bm1/2c < j  m1 � 1;
(19)

with the recommendation in [5] to take m1 � 2N � 2.

For ⌃Ṽ to be a valid covariance matrix it must be symmetric and non-negative definite (NND).

Consider the case N = 3. As m1 � 2N � 2, we start with the ‘minimal embedding,’ i.e., we

choose m1 = 2N � 2 = 4. Then ⌃Ṽ is a 2pm1 ⇥ 2pm1 block circulant matrix of the form:

⌃Ṽ =

2
6666664

sV ,0 sT
V ,1 sT

V ,2 sV ,1

sV ,1 sV ,0 sT
V ,1 sT

V ,2

sT
V ,2 sV ,1 sV ,0 sT

V ,1

sT
V ,1 sT

V ,2 sV ,1 sV ,0

3
7777775

.
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From the properties of partitioned matrices we know that for ⌃Ṽ to be symmetric, i.e., ⌃Ṽ = ⌃T
Ṽ,

we will need that sV ,2 be symmetric [1, (eqn. (2.8.1)]. If sV ,2 is not symmetric, then ⌃Ṽ is not

symmetric. If instead we take m1 = 5, then

⌃Ṽ =

2
6666666664

sV ,0 sT
V ,1 sT

V ,2 sV ,2 sV ,1

sV ,1 sV ,0 sT
V ,1 sT

V ,2 sV ,2

sV ,2 sV ,1 sV ,0 sT
V ,1 sT

V ,2

sT
V ,2 sV ,2 sV ,1 sV ,0 sT

V ,1

sT
V ,1 sT

V ,2 sV ,2 sV ,1 sV ,0

3
7777777775

,

which is symmetric irrespective of the sV ,⌧ ’s. In general we can only take m1 to be even if

sV ,m1/2 is symmetric, and if it isn’t we must choose m1 to be odd. In view of the resultant high

likelihood of needing to choose m1 odd, we recommend

m1 > 2N � 2. (20)

Now as ⌃Ṽ is a 2pm1 ⇥ 2pm1 block circulant matrix, it follows [5] that

⌃Ṽ = (Fm1 ⌦ I2p) diag{�0, . . . ,�m1�1} (Fm1 ⌦ I2p)H , (21)

where �k is the 2p⇥ 2p matrix

�k =
m1�1X
j=0

cj e�i2⇡jk/m1 , k = 0, . . . ,m1 � 1. (22)

When m1 is odd, cj = cT
m1�j for j = 1, . . . ,m1 � 1. When m1 is even, cj = cT

m1�j for j =

1, . . . ,m1 � 1, j 6= m1/2, and sV ,m1/2 is symmetric. We also know that w�j
k = wm1�j

k when

wk ⌘ exp(i2⇡k/m1). It readily follows that �H
k = �k, i.e., �k is Hermitian for each k and has

the eigenvalue decomposition [24, p. 270]

�k = UkDkU
H
k , k = 0, . . . ,m1 � 1. (23)

Uk is a 2p⇥2p unitary matrix with columns the eigenvectors of �k, and Dk = diag {D1,k, . . . ,D2p,k}

is a real diagonal matrix of eigenvalues of �k. Now [1, p. 43]

(diag {U0D
1/2
0 , . . . ,Um1�1D

1/2
m1�1})H

= diag {D1/2
0 UH

0 , . . . ,D1/2
m1�1U

H
m1�1}.
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Then Ṽ ⌘ (Fm1 ⌦ I2p) diag {U0D
1/2
0 , . . . ,Um1�1D

1/2
m1�1}Z 0, with Z 0 = [Z0, . . . ,Z2pm1�1]T a

vector of independent N (0, 1) variables, gives Ṽ ⇠ N2pm1(0,⌃Ṽ).

A slight adjustment increases simulation e�ciency. Let Z = Z(1)+iZ(2) where, independently,

Z(↵) ⇠ N2pm1(0, I2pm1);↵ = 1, 2 and set

Ṽ 0 ⌘ (Fm1 ⌦ I2p) diag {U0D
1/2
0 , . . . ,Um1�1D

1/2
m1�1}Z.

Proposition 1: The real and imaginary parts of Ṽ 0 are vectors having covariance ⌃Ṽ, and are

independent of each other.

Proof: E{ZZT } = 0, while E{ZZH} = 2I2pm1 , so that E{Ṽ 0[Ṽ 0]T } = 0 and E{Ṽ 0[Ṽ 0]H} =

2⌃Ṽ. Then

E{Re{Ṽ 0}[Re{Ṽ 0}]T } = E{Im{Ṽ 0}[Im{Ṽ 0}]T } = ⌃Ṽ (24)

E{Re{Ṽ 0}[Im{Ṽ 0}]T } = E{Im{Ṽ 0}[Re{Ṽ 0}]T } = 0. (25)

From (24) the real and imaginary parts of Ṽ 0 are vectors having the required covariance, while

from (25) these are uncorrelated, and independent under Gaussianity.

C. Choice of m1.

Since the second step in the algorithm involves computing the discrete Fourier transform of

each block cj , j = 0, . . . ,m1 � 1, we wish m1 to be as highly composite as possible so as to

maximise the e�ciency of the FFT algorithm.

Suppose we initially choose m1 = 2g for some g such that m1 � 2N � 2. Since m1 is even

we need to check that sV ,m1/2 is symmetric, and if it isn’t we can choose m1 = 3g for some

g for which m1 > 2N � 2. In either case we need to check that ⌃Ṽ is NND. By (21), ⌃Ṽ

and diag{�0, . . . ,�m1�1} are congruent, so ⌃Ṽ is NND i↵ �k is NND for k = 0, . . . ,m1 � 1. To

check that ⌃Ṽ is NND for a particular value of m1, we need merely to check that the entries of

diag {D1,k, . . . ,D2p,k} are non-negative for each k.

In practice, the following algorithm may be used to generate realizations of the vector-valued

complex process.

D. Algorithm

1. Choose a suitable m1 > 2N � 2.
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2. Find the sequence of 2p ⇥ 2p matrices {�k} for k = 0, 1, . . .m1 � 1 as given by (22) using a

FFT algorithm.

3. For k = 0, 1, . . .m1 � 1, determine Uk and Dk in (23) and simulate two real 2p-vector-valued

independent standard normal vectors Z(↵)
k ⇠ N2p(0, I2p);↵ = 1, 2 and set Bk = UkD

1/2
k (Z(1)

k +

iZ(2)
k ).

4. Compute Ṽ 0
j = m�1/2

1

Pm1�1
k=0 Bk e�i2⇡kj/m1 , j = 0, . . . ,m1 � 1 via an FFT. For each j, Ṽ 0

j

is a complex 2p-length column vector. Re{Ṽ 0
` }, ` = 0, . . . , N � 1, and Im{Ṽ 0

` }, ` = 0, . . . , N � 1

are two independent realizations.

5. For the complex-valued realizations take U` = TpRe{Ṽ 0
` }, ` = 0, . . . , N � 1. The top p values

of U` form a realization of [Z1,`, . . . , Zp,`]T . An additional independent realization follows by

utilising the imaginary values TpIm{Ṽ 0
` }.

As seen in Section V, in our application the entries of diag {D1,k, . . . ,D2p,k} are guaranteed

non-negative.

V. Generating multivariate time series using nonparametric spectral estimates

In Section IV we have described simulation methods to generate exact realizations from a

perfectly-specified complex vector-valued Gaussian stationary process.

While this is useful for pure simulation purposes, our focus is di↵erent. As is commonly the

case we have available a single realization of a complex-valued p-vector-valued process, esti-

mate parameters of interest, and we want to make inference on the true parameter values. For

real-valued scalar time series Percival and Constantine [20] considered generating portions of

realizations whose spectral density function (SDF) is given by an estimated SDF derived from

the observed series, thus producing simulated time series whose statistical properties closely re-

semble the time series under study. They showed that it is always possible to use exact circulant

embedding for simulating a scalar time series from a scalar Gaussian stationary process given a

suitable SDF estimate.

They also compared the use of circulant embedding for bootstrapping time series with other

frequency domain methods: the use of DFT phase randomization [25] and DFT phase randomiza-

tion combined with amplitude modification [8, Chapter 8]. Due to their derivation directly from

the DFT, these methods have a problematic circularity assumption built into their realizations,

as nicely illustrated in [20]. Circulant embedding does not su↵er from this problem.

We study the multivariate case. Once we have an algorithm for generating such real multi-
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variate time series, we can either generate complex-valued multivariate time series by applying

transformation (3) and work with the simpler complex-valued statistics to get the parameter es-

timator of interest — and hence its properties via bootstrapping — or formulate the parameter

estimators in terms of the more complicated statistics of the real-valued components.

A. NND Properties of Estimated Spectral Matrices

By renaming random variables write {Vt} in (2) as Vt = [V1,t, . . . , V2p,t]T . Let ŜV (f) denote

an estimate of the SDF matrix corresponding to {Vt} of the form

ŜV (f) = �t

N�1X
⌧=�(N�1)

ŝV ,⌧e�i2⇡f⌧�t . (26)

Here {ŝV ,⌧} is an estimate of the ACVS {sV ,⌧} such that ŝV ,⌧ = ŝT
V ,�⌧ and ŝV ,⌧ = 0, |⌧ | � N.

ŜV (f) is a 2p⇥ 2p matrix:

ŜV (f) =

2
6664

ŜV ,11(f) · · · ŜV ,1(2p)(f)
... . . . ...

ŜV ,(2p)1(f) · · · ŜV ,(2p)(2p)(f)

3
7775 , (27)

with ŜV ,qr(f) estimating the cross-spectrum between the qth and rth terms of {Vt}.

The true spectral matrix S(f) is NND (e.g., [2, p. 233]). Consider spectral matrix estimators

constructed as follows [26]. Define the complex demodulate of the qth process, q = 1, . . . , 2p,

by !q,t ⌘ Vq,t exp(i2⇡ft�t), a shifting of all the frequency components of {Vq,t} by f. The pro-

cess {!q,t} is also a zero mean stationary process. For any two processes {Vq,t} and {Vr,t} con-

sider bilinear form cross-spectral estimators ŜV ,qr(f) = �t
PN�1

s=0

PN�1
t=0 Vq,s�s,tVr,t ei2⇡f(t�s)�t =

�t⌦H
q �⌦r, where ⌦q is [!q,0, . . . ,!q,N�1]T , and the weight matrix � 2 RN⇥N is symmetric,

not a function of frequency, does not depend on {!q,t} and {!r,t}, and is NND in order that

ŜV ,ll(f) � 0.

Proposition 2: The matrix estimator, ŜV (f), is NND.

Proof: For p = 1, ŜV (f) = �t⌦�2⌦H , where

⌦ =

2
4⌦H

1 0

0 ⌦H
2

3
5 and �2 =

2
4� �

� �

3
5 ,

i.e., �2 is the 2⇥ 2 block matrix of �’s. But if � is NND, so is �2 [1, p. 301], and ŜV (f) and

�2 are congruent, so ŜV (f) is NND. When p = 2 we replace �2 by �4, the 4⇥4 block matrix of
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�’s, (which is also NND by iteration), and replace ⌦ by the block matrix with diagonal entries

⌦H
1 , . . . ,⌦H

4 ; then ŜV (f) is again NND, and so on.

Estimators which can be written in the specified bilinear form include multitaper estimators,

WOSA (Welch’s overlapped segment averaging) estimators, and Parzen or Papoulis lag window

estimators; see [26] for details. It is assumed hereafter that ŜV (f) is NND. Advantageously, all

such bilinear estimators can be rewritten as an average of K direct cross-spectrum estimators

(K = rank of �), i.e.,

ŜV ,qr(f) =
�t

K

K�1X
k=0

�k

"
N�1X
s=0

hk,sVq,se�i2⇡fs�t

#

⇥
"

N�1X
t=0

hk,tVr,tei2⇡ft�t

#
,

where the �k’s are positive weights. Such an estimator is an example of (26) since it can be written

as ŜV ,qr(f) = �t
PN�1

⌧=�(N�1) ŝ(bil)
V ,qr,⌧e�i2⇡f⌧�t , where ŝ(bil)

V ,qr,⌧ is
PN�⌧�1

t=0 hk,t+⌧Vq,t+⌧hk,tVr,t for

0  ⌧  N � 1, and
PN�1

t=�⌧ hk,t+⌧Vq,t+⌧hk,tVr,t for �1  ⌧  �(N � 1), and zero otherwise.

Note ŝ(bil)
V ,⌧ = (ŝ(bil)

V ,�⌧ )T . Returning to the form of Vt in (2) we know from [7, p. 2972] that the

equivalent spectrum estimator for Ut in (1) follows simply from

ŜU(f) = TpŜV (f)T H
p , (28)

and then ŜZ(f) is the top-left p⇥p submatrix of ŜU(f). The bilinear form we choose to use here

is the standard multitaper estimator as described in Section III-C.

B. Generating Multivariate Time Series

ŜV (f) is the true spectrum for some vector-valued Gaussian stationary process, say {V̂t}

(e.g., [30, p. 24]). We wish to generate realizations from {V̂t}, using a vector-valued circulant

embedding method. In [20] spectral estimates were related to the eigenvalues of the univariate

circulant embedding matrix based on the fact that the ACVS of any real-valued scalar process

is symmetric. However, the ACVS of a vector-valued process need not be symmetric.

Replacing sV ,⌧ by ŝV ,⌧ in (19), and letting fk = k/(m1�t), (22) becomes

�k =
bm1/2cX

⌧=0

ŝT
V ,⌧e

�i2⇡fk⌧�t +
m1�1X

⌧=bm1/2c+1

ŝV ,m1�⌧e�i2⇡fk⌧�t

=
bm1/2cX

⌧=0

ŝV ,�⌧e�i2⇡fk⌧�t +
bm1/2c��X

⌧=1

ŝV ,⌧e�i2⇡fk(m1�⌧)�t
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where b·c denotes integer part, � = 1 if m1 is even, and 0 if m1 is odd. So,

�k =
bm1/2cX

⌧=0

ŝV ,�⌧e�i2⇡fk⌧�t +
bm1/2c��X

⌧=1

ŝV ,⌧e�i2⇡fk(�⌧)�t

=
bm1/2cX

⌧=0

ŝV ,�⌧e�i2⇡fk⌧�t +
�1X

⌧=�(bm1/2c��)

ŝV ,�⌧e�i2⇡fk⌧�t

=
bm1/2cX

⌧=�(bm1/2c��)

ŝV ,�⌧e�i2⇡fk⌧�t .

Provided we choose m1 > 2(N � 1), (20), then the fact that ŝV ,⌧ = 0, |⌧ | � N, ensures that

�k =
N�1X

⌧=�(N�1)

ŝV ,�⌧e�i2⇡fk⌧�t . (29)

Transposing throughout (29) and comparing with (26) gives �T
k = ŜV (fk)/�t. Since ŜV (fk) is

NND, and the transpose of a NND matrix is NND, we see that �k is NND. So the circulant

embedding method can always be used to generate time series using suitable nonparametric

spectral estimates of the given time series. Given a portion of length N of a vector-valued time

series {Vt} :

1. Choose an m1 > 2(N � 1) a power of 2. (m1/2 > N � 1 so ŝV ,m1/2 = 0 and is therefore

symmetric so that we can choose m1 even.) Estimate the spectral matrix ŜV (fk), fk = k/(m1�t),

k = 0, 1, . . . ,m1 � 1 (multitaper etc., [26]).

2. Set �k = ŜT
V (fk)/�t, k = 0, . . . ,m1 � 1.

The rest of the algorithm is as steps 3-5 of Section IV-D.

Remark 1: Asymptotically our algorithm is equivalent to that proposed in [9, sec. 4.2]. How-

ever, as explained above, our approach correctly treats the covariance structure for the practical

situation of finite samples, and the use of Proposition 1 means that e�ciency is doubled.

VI. Confidence Intervals by Bootstrapping

Given data samples {Vt, t = 0, . . . , N�1} for the ocean current data we firstly compute ŜV (f)

using a multitaper spectral estimate with K = 12 sine tapers. The half-bandwidth of the induced

spectral window is WN = (K + 1)/[2(N + 1)�t] and with N = 1600 and �t = 1h we get WN =

0.004c/h. We are interested in the low frequencies around the inertial frequency and in view of

(16) and (17) we do not consider the lowest frequencies in the range [0,WN ] = [0, 0.004]c/h.
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ŜU(f) can be found from (28). The statistic of interest ✓̂, say, can be calculated from ŜU(f)

or ŜV (f) as detailed in Section 3(b). Then using the algorithm in Section 5(b) we generate a

new sample {V ?
t , t = 0, . . . , N � 1} and hence Ŝ?

V (f) (and Ŝ?
U(f) if desired) and the parameter

✓ estimated as ✓̂?. This is repeated b times to get ‘parametric bootstrap’ parameter estimates

✓̂?
1(f), . . . , ✓̂?

b (f).

The question of finding confidence intervals for ✓ based on ✓̂?
1, . . . , ✓̂

?
b is discussed in [8, Chapter

5]. We considered the normal approximation, basic bootstrap, studentized bootstrap and basic

percentile methods ([8, eqns. (5.5)-(5.7) and (5.18)]; using a known second-order vector autore-

gressive process we carried out extensive frequency domain tests and found the percentile method

to be generally satisfactory. This is not unexpected given the enduring popularity of the percentile

method [4, p. 1152] for which the 100(1�2↵)% confidence interval for ✓ is [✓̂?
((b+1)↵), ✓̂

?
((b+1)(1�↵))]

where ✓̂?
((b+1)↵) is the (b + 1)↵th ordered value of the ✓̂?; this may require rounding.

VII. Results

A. Rotary Coe�cient

For the rotary coe�cient we look at individual time series. From the data samples {Vt =

[Xt, Yt]T , t = 0, . . . , N � 1} for any series we firstly computed ŜV (f). ŜU(f) follows from (28)

and ŜZ(f) is the top-left and ŜZ(�f) the bottom-right entry in ŜU(f), giving the rotary coe�cient

estimate

⇢̂(f) = [ŜZ(f)� ŜZ(�f)]/[ŜZ(f) + ŜZ(�f)].

We generated a new sample {V ?
t , t = 0, . . . , N�1} and calculated Ŝ?

Z(f) and Ŝ?
Z(�f) and hence

⇢̂?(f). This was repeated b times to get ‘bootstrap’ rotary coe�cient estimates ⇢̂?
1(f), . . . , ⇢̂?

b(f).

95% confidence intervals were obtained by the percentile method. For b = 10 000 the results are

shown in Fig. 2 for frequencies f = 0.0518, 0.0600, 0.0697, 0.1095. At each depth and frequency

the lower thick horizontal bar gives the bootstrap simulated confidence interval, while the upper

thin horizontal bar denotes the theoretical confidence interval based on the estimated rotary

coe�cient (shown by the solid dot) from the original series There is generally good agreement

between the theoretical and simulated intervals.
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B. Outer Coherence

We now consider the outer coherence. From the matrix ŜU(f) we firstly computed the sample

estimate �̂2
lm⇤(f) using (11) to look for high outer coherencies. For l = 3,m = 4 we selected

four frequencies f = 0.0304, 0.040, 0.0415, 0.0437(c/hr) where the estimated outer coherencies

exceeded 0.4, elsewhere they are lower.

From the time series [X3,t,X4,t, Y3,t, Y4,t]T , t = 0, . . . , N�1, we generated b = 10000 bootstrap

samples, and from these the 4⇥4 matrices Ŝ?
U,1(f), . . . , Ŝ?

U,b(f) and hence �̂2?
34⇤,1(f), . . . , �̂2?

34⇤,b(f).

95% confidence intervals were obtained by the percentile method. The results are shown in

Fig. 3(a). At each of the four frequencies the right thick vertical bar gives the bootstrap simulated

confidence interval, while the thin vertical bar denotes the theoretical confidence interval based

on the estimated outer coherence (shown by the solid dot) from the original series 3 and 4. There

is good agreement between the simulated and theoretical intervals. We notice that for f = 0.0304

the confidence intervals include very low coherencies, close to zero, whereas for the frequencies

around 0.04 coherence always appears substantially non-zero.

Results for other pairs of series showing some notable coherence were very similar.

C. Mean Orientation

Let us turn now to the mean orientation. The theoretical distribution of its estimator de-

pends on the nuisance parameter �2
⇤(f) which needs to be well-estimated, the larger the bet-

ter. For both series 2 and series 5 we found frequencies for which �̂2
⇤(f) > 0.5 : in fact,

f = 0.039, 0.041, 0.043, 0.045 (c/h) for series 2 and f = 0.04, 0.043, 0.055 (c/h) for series 5.

We proceeded as for the rotary coe�cient but from ŜU(f), we extracted the mean orientation

estimator ✓̂(f) = arg{R̂Z(f)}/2. Then we generated a new sample {V ?
t , t = 0, . . . , N � 1} and

calculated ✓̂?(f) = arg{R̂?
Z(f)}/2. This was repeated b = 10 000 times to get ‘bootstrap’ mean

orientation estimates ✓̂?
1(f), . . . , ✓̂?

b (f) from which the 95% bootstrap confidence interval was

obtained. Results are shown in Figs. 3(b) and (c) for series 2 and 5, respectively, using the

same style of plot as for Fig. 3(a). Agreement between the simulated and theoretical intervals is

again good, especially given the computational di�culty (Appendix-A) of finding the theoretical

intervals for this angular random variable.
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Fig. 2. Estimated rotary coe�cient (solid dot), corresponding 95% theoretical confidence intervals (thin

horizontal bars), and simulated confidence intervals (thick horizontal bars) for the six observation depths

at frequencies (c/h) of approximately (a) 0.05, (b) 0.06, (c) 0.07, and (d) 0.11. 10000 bootstrap relications

and 12 tapers were used.

VIII. Concluding Comments

While it is useful to be able to simulate real or complex vector-valued time series with exactly

known ACVS — as in Section IV — it is often more useful in practice to be able to generate

approximate statistical replicas using a single observed vector-valued sequence. The latter, the

main topic of this paper, can be used, for example, to derive confidence intervals (i) for a

parameter having an estimator whose distribution is not known analytically, or (ii) to compare

with theoretical confidence intervals computed using plug-in values of nuisance parameters.

An NND estimator ŜV (fk) derived from the sample data corresponds to an NND �k so the

circulant embedding algorithm can always be used to generate time series using suitable nonpara-

metric spectral estimates of the given time series. Our circulant embedding approach correctly

treats the covariance structure for the practical situation of finite samples. Two important re-

strictions should be highlighted. Firstly, our simulation algorithm is appropriate for Gaussian

sample paths. Since the Fourier coe�cients are asymptotically Gaussian under very general as-

sumptions, this problem is pervasive in a frequency domain method. If the given sample violates

the assumption of Gaussianity in the sense that a notable departure from Gaussianity is ob-

served in the multivariate Q-Q plots, samples produced from our algorithm can be thought of as
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Fig. 3. (a) 95% confidence intervals for outer coherence (from series 3 and 4) at four frequencies given in

the text (left to right). (b) 95% confidence intervals for mean orientation in radians for series 2 at four

frequencies given in text (left to right). (c) 95% confidence intervals for mean orientation for series 5 at

three frequencies given in text (left to right). In all plots the thin vertical bar denotes the theoretical

confidence interval based on the estimated parameter (solid dot) and the thick bar gives the bootstrap

simulated confidence interval. 10000 bootstrap relications and 12 tapers were used.

samples from a Gaussian approximation to the data generating process of the given time series.

Secondly, the SDF estimators used have an ACVS that is finitely supported and the SDF esti-

mates are continuous at zero. The methodology is not suitable for processes with long-memory

since a long-memory process has an ACVS which decays very slowly towards zero, and has a

discontinuity at zero frequency.
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Appendix

A. Confidence Intervals for Mean Orientation

For the mean orientation estimator ✓̂(f) = 1
2 arg{R̂Z(f)}, R̂Z(f) comes from the K-degrees-of-

freedom estimator in (13). Let �̂(f) = arg{R̂Z(f)} and �(f) = arg{RZ(f)}. Under the stationary

and Gaussian assumption the PDF for �̂(f) is given by [15, eqn. (18)] (with f temporarily

suppressed)

g(�̂;�, �2
⇤) =

�(K + 1
2)[1� �2

⇤ ]K�

2
p

⇡�(K)[1� �2]K+ 1
2

+
[1� �2

⇤ ]K

2⇡ 2F1
�
K, 1; 1

2 ;�2
�
, (30)

where � = |�⇤| cos([�̂��]),�⇡  �̂ < ⇡, and �2
⇤ < 1. Here 2F1(↵1,↵2;↵3; z) is the hypergeometric

function with 2 and 1 parameters, ↵1,↵2 and ↵3, and scalar argument z. Now g(�̂;�, �2
⇤) defines

the circular distribution of a random variable over [�⇡,⇡). The mean is given by the value �0

satisfying E{sin(�̂ � �0)} = 0, [12]. Proceeding as in [23, Section IV-B] it follows readily that

E{�̂} = �. To find theoretical quantiles for �̂ we note that with �̃ denoting the median of �̂ the

%�quantile �̃% of its distribution is defined by

Z �̃%

�̃�⇡
g(�̂;�, �2

⇤) d�̂ = %, 0  % < 1, (31)

(see [12, eqn. (3.18)], with the obvious misprint corrected). In other words we first rotate round

the circle to be centred in the median direction, then integrate from ⇡ less than this up to as

much as ⇡ more than this, depending on %. Given an outcome �̂0 to compute a 100(1 � 2↵)%

confidence for � we want (�1,�2) where

P [�̂(�1, �
2
⇤) � �̂0] = ↵ = P [�̂(�2, �

2
⇤)  �̂0]. (32)

If � = �1 then E{�̂} = �1 and if � = �2 then E{�̂} = �2, so to make the solution of (32)

computationally tractable we replaced the median in the lower limit of (31) by the mean so that

we find the values of �1,�2 satisfying

Z �̂0

�1�⇡
g(�̂;�1, �̄

2
⇤) d�̂ = 1� ↵;

Z �̂0

�2�⇡
g(�̂;�2, �̄

2
⇤) d�̂ = ↵.

Unless the PDF is heavy-tailed at its extremities near �̃± ⇡ this replacement of the median by

the mean should not matter. Note again the use of the plug-in estimated and debiased coherence
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�̄2
⇤ . Let us now restore f. Having thus found (�1(f),�2(f)), a 100(1� 2↵)% confidence interval

for ✓(f) is given by (�1(f)/2,�2(f)/2).

B. Bivariate Q-Q Plots

For scalar Q-Q plots we would like to compare a set of normalized sample observations

x1, . . . , xN (with sample mean and standard deviation of zero and one, respectively), with distri-

bution function F1 against a standard Gaussian reference distribution N (0, 1) with distribution

function F2. The qth quantile of the distribution function F2 is ⌘q such that F2(⌘q) = q. For

i = 1, . . . , N we take the rank of xi, say r(xi) = j, and find the qi = j/(N +1) (typically) quantile

of the standard Gaussian distribution Q(qi) = ⌘qi , where Q ⌘ F�1
2 . The quantiles for F2 are the

{⌘qi} and the quantiles for F1 are the observations {xi}; the Q-Q plot is {(xi, ⌘qi), i = 1, . . . , N}.

Points clustering about a 45� line indicate Gaussianity.

In the bivariate case we want to compare N sample bivariate observations against a spherical

bivariate Gaussian distribution N2(0, I). The first step is to centre and sphere (normalize) the

data, {Vi ⌘ [Xi, Yi]T , i = 1, . . . , N}, by subtracting the sample mean and multiplying by the

inverse of the sample covariance matrix to obtain {V̌i, i = 1, . . . , N}, say. Then we find the

spatial ranks

r(V̌i) =
1
N

X
j=1:N ;V̌i 6=V̌j

V̌i � V̌j

||V̌i � V̌j ||
2 R2, i = 1, . . . , N,

and then calculate the qi = r(V̌i) [18] spatial quantile of N2(0, I). (Note the division by N is

included in the definition of the spatial rank.) The spatial quantile ⌘qi of the spherical bivariate

Gaussian may be found as [18, Appendix A.2]

⌘qi = Q(qi) ⌘ (qi/||qi||)f�1(||qi||) 2 R2, (33)

where f(�) = (�/[2
p

2])e��2/2⇡1/2
1F1(3/2; 2; �2/2), and 1F1(a; b; z) is the confluent hypergeomet-

ric function (Kummer’s function), 1F1(a; b; z) =
P1

n=0
a(n)zn

b(n)n!
with a(n) = a(a+1) . . . .(a+n� 1).

To calculate f�1(||qi||) in (33) we set h(y) = f(y)� ||qi||, so the solution to h(y) = 0, say ỹ, is

such that f(ỹ) = ||qi|| ) ỹ = f�1(||qi||), and ỹ can be found using any software that finds the

zero of a function. With V̌i = [V̌i1, V̌i2]T and qi = [qi1, qi2]T , we can construct a pair of Q-Q plots:

one from {(V̌i1, qi1ỹ/||qi||), i = 1, . . . , N} and another from {(V̌i2, qi2ỹ/||qi||), i = 1, . . . , N}. If

both such plots demonstrate a 45� straight-line scatter of points, then bivariate Gausianity is

supported.
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